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INTRODUCTION
LISTS is a procedure which contains three components:
(a)

A simple form for entering data;

(b)

A card data file with manual updating procedures or, for
large files, a card-image sequential data file on tape
or disk maintained by standard update programs; and

(c)

A computer program which produces formatted listings from
the data file.

The procedure is simple to operate; once the procedure has been set up
secretaries with no data processing background can be quickly trained
:~

to operate it.

No programming is needed to set up or operate the procedure.

The procedure is very flexible:
produced very simply.

a wide variety of list formats can be

LISTS can be used to maintain such diverse files

as personnel directories,mailing lists, low-turnover inventories, listings
of

hierarchal structures, etc.
Section 2 of this report contains a description of the LISTS

procedure and the information needed to use the various components.
Two simple examples 6f the application of the procedure are given in
Section J and 4.

The first example illustrates the maintenance of a

hierarchally structured file index.

Section 5 is an appendix containing

some technical specifications.
Persons with access to the Triangle Universities Computation Center
may use the LISTS program directly from a disk file, as described in Section
2.4.
2.
2.1.

Others may obtain a copy of the program deck by contacting the author.
THE LISTS PROCEDURE
Description of the Algorithm and Output
The LISTS computer program is basically a computer program for
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listing the contents of cards.
described below.

•

The cards must have the special format

Each card contains five fields named INDEX, INDENT,

CAR_CTL (abbreviation of "carriage control"), LINE_NO (an abbreviation of
"line number"), and TEXT.

The purpose of the LISTS program is to print

the information in the INDEX and TEXT fields.

The INDENT field permits

the user to control the horizontal location where the TEXT. field is
printed.

The CAR_CTL field permits the user to control the vertical

spacing between lines, and the LINE NO field controls the sequence of
lines within a block of lines, as, for example, the lines within an
address.
The basic steps of the operation of the program are as follows:
1.

Read a card (or card-image).

2.

Skip the number of lines indicated by the CAR_CTL field.
This produces CAR_CTL-1 blank lines on the output.

=

If CAR CTL

'p' (the letter P), the printer is skipped to the top of a

new page.
3.

Shift the TEXT so the first printing position will be in
pOSition 12 + INDENT

* 4.

This has an effect similar to

tabulating INDENT times on a typewriter, where each indention
represents 4 print positions.
4.

If LINE NO is blank or 0 (zero), the INDEX field is moved to
positions 1-10 of the same line as the TEXT field.

S.

The line is printed and tlle program returns to step (1).

There are several complications not treated in the basic algorithm
described above.

For example, if the.CAR CTt field contains a 'T', the next

field is treated as a title and is printed at the top of each page until a
subsequent card is encountered with a CAR CTt field containing a 'T'.

Thus,

several titles may be used in one run.
The header printed at the top of each page includes the title, if any,
the date of the run, time of day, and page number.

.,
r

The page numbering is

reset to 1 each time the title changes •
Since each card contains carriaSQ control and indention specifications
the user has considerable flexibility in arranging format of the printed
output. Illustrative examples are given in Sections 3 and 40f this report.
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2.2.

The LISTS Form
The form which has been designed for the LISTS procedure is illustrated

in Figure 1.

The form is specifically designed to be printed on card

stock the same size as standard data processing cards.

It is important

that the form be printed on card stock without corner cuts; i.e., the
cards should have four square corners.

(This is explained in Section

2.3))
Each form contains information to be punched into a block of up
to 10 cards.

A block of cards is a set of cards which contain identical

information in the INDEX field.

The LISTS form is designed so that the

INDEX field is punched into the_first card (the card with LINE NO
and reproduced into all subsequent cards of the block.

= 0)

The use of the

INDEX field is illustrated in Sections 3 and 4.
The line numbers (column 13) are preprintedon the LISTS form as
0,1 ••• ,9.

Only as many lines as are actually used are punched, i.e.,

lines with blank TEXT fields (columns 14-80) are not punched.
Each line has a space for inserting the CAR_CTL (carriage control)
character (column 12) and a space for the INDENT character (column ll).
II

Usually every card (line) in a block will have the same INDENT value.
The CAR CTL character for the first line of a block controls the
number of spaces between the block and the previous block while the
CAR_CTL characters of subsequent cards in a block control within-block
line spacing.

Thus, the CAR_CTL character of the first line usually

has a value such as 2, 3, or 4 to separate this block from the preceeding
block by one or more blank lines, while the subsequent CAR_CTL characters
are usually blank (to give single spacing within the block).
Because of the considerations discussed in the previous two paragraphs,
one typically fills out the following "control fields" of the LISTS
form:
1.

The INDEX field;

2.

The CAR CTL field of the first line (leaving blank the CAR-CTL
fields of subsequent lines); and

t

3.

The INDENT field of each line, using the same value in each
line.

The TEXT fields are filled in with the appropriate information (e.g., name
and address).
A "camera-ready" copy of the LISTS form, suitable for reproduction,
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FIGURE 1.

The LISTS General Purpose Form and two special purpose forms used in
the examples.

The forms are shown approximately 3/4 actual size.

,.
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is available from the author.
2.3.

Maintaining a LISTS File
Since the LISTS procedure was designed to be operated by secretarial

or clerical personnel with no data processing training, file maintenance is
necessarily an almost trivial manual operation.
A file is initially created on data processing cards in the format
specified by the LISTS form.

Different files are maintained as separate

card decks, but may be combined for a LISTS computer run.

Within each

card deck the blocks are ordered according to the INDEX field.
is a set of cards with the same INDEX field value.)

(A block

For example, in an

address file application the INDEX field typically contains last name
and initials; the file would be maintained in alphabetical order according
to last name and initials, i.e., according to the INDEX field.
Within a block the cards are arranged according to line number
(column 13).
To add a block of one or more cards to the file one fills out the
LISTS card and inserts it in the card deck at the proper position for
the block.

Additions are made in this manner until it is desired to make

a LISTS run to list the file.

Before the LISTS run, the secretary takes

the card deck to a keypunch, (1) removes a LISTS form (marking the place
with another card inserted vertically), (2) keypunches the information
from the LISTS form into the appropriate number
of cards, (3) proofreads
-

~

.the keypunched cards, comparing them with the LISTS form, and (4) inserts
the punched cards into the deck at the proper place.
is repeated for each LISTS form.

This simple procedure

The LISTS forms are easily located in

the deck because both the top-left and top-right corners are square, not
cut.

The punched cards of the file are cards with either the top-left or

top-right corners cut, so a corner of each LISTS form is easily seen.
To delete a block from a LISTS file one simply removes the corresponding cards.
To correct an error in a card in the LISTS file one simply fills out
that line of a LISTS form corresponding to the erroneous card and replaces
the erroneous card by the LISTS form.

Before the next LISTS run, the

secretary will keypunch the correction and replace the LISTS card with the
corrected card.

An alternative method of error correction is to write

a note describing the correction on the erroneous card and turn the card
around backwards in the punched deck.

The corners of such cards will
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"stick out" and the corrections will be punched when the new LISTS
forms are punched.
2.4.

Making a LISTS Computer Run
The control cards required to execute the LISTS program will be set

up when the LISTS file is originally set up.
the control cards on subsequent runs.

No

cha~ges

need be made to

After punching new LISTS data and

making corrections, the secretary simply submits the already set-up
deck for execution by the computer.
The following control cards and deck arrangement can be used to
execute the LISTS program at the Triangle Universities Computation
Center.

II

jobcard

I-/*PW=password
IIJOBLIB

II

DD

EXEC

DISP=SHR,DSN=UNC.ES.F245E.HELMS.LOABLIB
PGM=LISTS

IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB-(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=l37,BLKSIZE=l4l)
IIINPUT DD *
(title card for first LISTS-file)

,

data cards for first LISTS file

(title card for second:UISTS file)
cards for second LISTS

(etc)

1*
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3.

EXAMPLE:

USING LISTS TO MAINTAIN AN ADDRESS FILE OR MAILING LIST

This example illustrates one of the
LISTS procedure.

simple~t

applications of the

The objective is to maintain a directory of persons,

including names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

For example, a

coordinating center for a collaborative medical trial may wish to
",

maintain a list of all the personnel at participating centers.

Another

example might be maintenance of a list of members of committees.
The following paragraphs describe one way of setting up the LISTS
procedures for this problem.
The INDEX field.

In this example each block (each set of cards

with the same INDEX) is the name, address, and telephone number correspoding to one person.

The INDEX field is set up such that:

(a) the first entry, beginning iri: column/I, ,is the last
name (surname).
(b)a blank follows the surname.
(c) the blank is followed by the individual's initials, without
spaces or punctuation
(d) if the field, as defined above, exceeds 10 characters,
delete characters from the right to obtain a field 10
characters long.
(e) i f the result

of (d) leaves two or more blocks with the

same INDEX field, use only the first 8 characters of the
surnames followed by up to two initials in positions 9
and 10.
Name

INDEX Field

Dr. John Albers

ALBERS J

Dr. Charles Ash
Dr. Paul S. Bachorik

ASH C
BACHORIK·P

Dr. W. Carl Breckenridge

BRECKENRID

Mr. Ralph A. Carmichael

CARMICHARA

Mr. James Carmichael

CARMICHAJ
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Remember:

the INDEX field is used only to control the order of the

address in the file; the TEXT field contains the full name and title
(Mrs., Dr., etc.) and when the file is printed the full name and title,
up to 67 characters, are printed.
The INDENT field. Usually indention is not used in address lists.
In this example the INDENT field is always left blank (no indention)
or punched with a zero.
The CAR-CTL field.

Typically one wishes to have several blank

spaces between addresses but single spacing within the ailldress block.
This is achieved by using:
(a) A 3 for the CAR_CTL field (column 12) of the first line
(line 0) of each name-and-address block; and
(b) A 1 (or blank) for the CAR CTL field of each succeeding
line within the block.
These values result in 2 blank lines between addresses and single spacing
within addresses.
The LINE-NO field.

The line numbers are used as indicated on the

LISTS form, i.e., the first line of the address (the name line) has line
number 0, the second has line number 1, etc.

This scheme permits up to 10

lines in a block, which is usually more than adequate.

If more than

10

lines are needed, one could use a blank for the first line number and
the letters A, B, ••. ,etc. for succeeding line numbers.

In this case

more than one LISTS form would be required for the block.
The TEXT fields.

In the TEXT fields one simply enters the lines

of the name, address, and, if desired, the telephone number.

Each line

can accomodate up to 67 characters of information, including spaces and
punctuation.
Example, Figure 2 contains a listing of part of a LISTS card
file used for a name-and-address application.

Figure 3 is an example

of the output printed by the LISTS program.
Note that the first card in Figure 2 is a title card; this is
indicated by the 'T' in the CAR_CTL field (column

H.)

These printouts were made on standard computer output paper.

·e

At

many installations it is possible to get special paper, such as paper
without lines, paper only 8 1/2 inches wide, etc.

If special forms are
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INDENT

CCAR CTL
liLINE_NO

TITLE CARD.-=,

HEU~S' AGDHFSSfS
T·
-ALJiLIiS,_!ot g~OOR. JOHN ALOE RS
ALBErs J 011HAkB0kVIEW M~CICAL CENTER
ALbERS J.-Qlip-.tCZyARBOHVH w hALL
ALBERS J 013325 9-TH AVENUE
,llL.&RS,,~_Q_'- 4 SEAT TI,.. E , WASH, 981 0 It
ALBERS J 01~(206) 682-j050X614
ASH C
_,jL~QQB • CHARLES ASH
ASH C
011EAST CAROLINA UNIV.
ASH C
Ol..~ GRn;'_~,'''J L.'!"~J., __~', C..
ASH C
013752-3064 HOME
J31\CHORIK PJ1~OPAlJL S, BACHORIK
BACHORIK P~11LIPIQ RESEARCH CLINIC. CMSC 1102
BACHORi!LPQt~JHE ,JOHNS HOPK INS HOSPITAL
~ACHORIK P013BALTIMORE.MO 21205

..._~

u

8AtHC'R 1 K .E.Q,l.~u19Qll 9~!;i-3197
BAILI\R JC 0300R, JOHN C, BAILAR
BAILARuJ_C,OlJQ~PUTY ASSCCIATE DIRECTOH FOR CAI\JCER CONTROL

81\ILAR JC 012NATI0NAL CANCER INSTITUTE
013BQQ~'H H1A._-~~" lHJILDIN~ 31, NIH
BAILAR JC 014UfTHfSDA. ~ARYLANO 2U011t
BA!LAR JC 015(301) 496-6317
BAkER N
030DH. NOROEA~ BAKER
J!AKE..,p__ ,r,l
O~1ROO~ 8280
BAkEr N
012FONCRAN BROWN BLDG
UAKER N
Oljb51& BEHTNlR BLVD,
HAlLAH JC

u

-BAK-fRu'~T

BAkER
BAUER

014HOUSTON, TE. xt\S . 77025

~
01~(713)526-3311X12b7
!'IW'- 03-orioR~1AN--W, sAGER (StjERRIE)

8~UER Nw
011j546 hARRY TRUMAN
g'ifCERuuNW'- - 012 u AYT(' N. 0HI 0 454 32
BIDDLE uRG 030RONAlD G. BIDDLE
BiDoLE- R-Gcii1212, SHADY LAND DRIVE
aICOl£' RG 012K~nXVllLE. TlNN, 37919
BCYCE -CA'030L, ' A, BOYCE.
~OYCf LA
011VILLAGE PARKS
-8o~cTLAu"(i12222!:l
E.. ST. APT, 40
BOYCE LA 013TEXARkANA. ARk. 75501
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
1
5
10
20
15
25
30
35

+

+

40

45

card column indicators

FIGURE 2.

Part of a LISTS file containing names and addresses
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FIGURE 3.

A~K.

75501

The LISTS output from the address file shown in
Figure 2.

_
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used, be sure the paper is wide enough.

The printed output requires

12 + Max Indent x 4 + Max Length
printing spaces, where
Max Indent

=

the maximum INDENT value
used (0 in this example)

Max Length

=

the maximum number of characters
actually used in a line of TEXT.
Max Length is always < 67.

4.

EXAMPLE:

USING LISTS TO MAINTAIN AN INDEX OF A FILE WITH

HIERARCHAL STRUCTURE
This application is based upon an office file (such as in
maintained in a standard office filing cabinet).
hierarchal structure (explained below).

The file has a

The file is fairly

active, with approximately 10-20 additions and deletions made
weekly.

It is necessary to produce up-to-date listings of the

file index, about 20 pages long, approximately once per week.

The

LISTS procedure is used to maintain the file index arid produce
listings which reflect the hierarchal structure of the file.
The hierarchal structure of the file can be explained as follows.
The file contains a number of major-categories, as, for example:
INDEX

MAJOR CATEGORY TITLE

A.

Administrative Matters

C.

Consulting Projects

R.

Research Projects

Within each Major category there are several (regular) categories,
as, for example:
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INDEX

CATEGORY TITLE

A.Ol

Personnel

A.02

Academic Matters

A.04

Committees

C.Ol

Norfolk (Hampton Roads) Health Information Center
NCHS Health Examination Survey

C.02

Within each category there may be one or more sub-categories, e.g.:
LEVEL

INDEX

TITLE

(Major cat.)

A.

Administrative Matters

(catergory)

A.Ol

(sub-category)

A.01.01

Computing Group Organization

(sub-category)

A. 01. 02

Personnel Actions in Progress

(sub-category)

A.01.03

Information on State

Personnel

Classification System
(sub-category)

A.01.04

Personnel Forms

Within each sub-category there may be one or more sub-sub-categories,
e. go. :

....

(major category)

_._~_.-

... -.

'KIDN'eY--YRiNSPlANT iiIS-focOMPATIBILITY STUDY

K.

-. -".-' ..

~_._

.. ..
~-"

",~--"~-""-'

--.-~.-

... ..- ...

~-_.~.---'-

(category)
,

(sub-category)

-

(sub-category) .. ·K~tl:L. 02
(sub-sub-cat.)
K.O".•02.0:L
(sub-sub-cat.)
K.O:L.02.02
H

(sub-category)

SDMC RFP'S

K.O:L.O:L

K. O:L. 03

N

S'DMC-~P

RopifsAfs

ORIGINAL SDMCS:-R_QPQ~AL

-'S"DMC 'P'ROPOSAi--YEAR
SDMCu-'CONTRAC TS

02
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These examples illustrate the hierachal nature of the filing scheme
and the fact that the format of the listing, by use of variable
line spacing and indention, is a visual aid to the reader, guiding
the eye through the structure of the file.
The following paragraphs describe how a LISTS procedure is set
up to maintain an index of the file and produce formatted listings
of the index.
The INDEX field.

In this case the INDEX field contains the

index number (as for example, A., A. 01, A. 01. 01, etc.) of the level
of the file whose title is being printed.
the illustrations above are examples.

The values of INDEX in

When a new major category,

category, sub-category, or sub-sub-category is added, the appropriate
"number" is entered in the INDEX field.

(Note that the "index

number" can contain letters and/or numbers, and that periods are
used to separate numbers of the various levels of

categories~)

The lO-byte INDEX field permits up to 4 levels of categories
with the structure illustrated above.
Although this hierarchal structure has proved to be useful
in proctice, it is presented here as an illustration of the use
of the LISTS procedure, not as a model file organization.
The INDENI fields.

In this example it is desireable to use

indention as illustrated in the examples above.
by using the following:

This is accomplished

14
Category level·

IDENT
(Col. 11)

Major category

o

CAR CTL
(Col. 12)
P

Remarks
A major category is
printed with no
indention, at the top of
a fresh page (CAR_CTL='P').

Category

1

4

A category is printed
one indention from the
left (i.e., beginning
in print position
12+4=16) and with 3
blank lines above.

Sub-Category

2

2

A sub-category is printed
with two indentions (beginnin:
in print position 12+2x4=20)
and with 1 blank line above.

Sub-sub-category

3

1

Printed with three
indentions (print
position 24) and
single spacing.
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The Remarks in the table above explain both the INDENT and the CAR CTL
(carriage contro1>- values.
In some cases a category may be sufficiently important to
justify printing it at the tope of a new page.

In such a case one

uses P for the CAR'CTL character (column 12).

This occurred several

times in the application used for this example but is not shown in
the examples.
Since a title card, signaled by a T carriage control (column 12),
causes the program to skip to the top of a page, a major category card
following a title card should not use the P CAR CTL character.
would result in skipping to the top
category line.)

(There

of Page 2 to print the major

Instead one should use a 1 for the CAR CTL

characte~

of a line following a title card.
The LINE-NO field.

For the most part each file index title

(the TEXT field) is contained in one line.

In these cases the block

contains only one card and the LINE-NO for that card is left blank;
when the TEXT requires more than one card, subsequent cards are numbered
1, 2, ••• , etc.

These "continuation cards" should have the same

INDENT value as the first card of the block and a CAR CTL value of 1.
The TEXT field contains the titles of the major categories,
categories, etc., as illustrated above.
Example.

Figure 4 contains a listing of part of a LISTS card

file used for this example.

Figure 5 contains the output generated

by the LISTS program from the deck shown in Figure 4.
Note that the first card in Figure 4 is a title card, which
is indicated by the fact that the CAR CTL field contains a T.
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INDENT
rr=CAR CTL

ffi

.1 fJ;INE_NO
T

_..

TITLE CARD

HELM~' FILE INU[X
-ALMl~lSTRATIV[ ~ATTERS

A.

e

A.Ol

lq PERSGNNlL
2 ~ ec ~ Pl' 1 11' IG c.; R 0(., P 0 HGAN 1 Z 1\ 1 I 01,1
22 PERSr~~fL ACTIONS IN PROGRESS

_-----_.--~

1\ • 0 1 • l" 1
1\.01.02
1\ • 0 Co 3

ifl-

1 Nr 0 Pili, " T TOl! (' 1'.1 S 1 1\ T L

I\.Ol.nq

22

FOR~r~.
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OP KIOrEY H'M"SPLAI"T HI~T(;eOMPl\lIEnlI1Y SlU(:Y
14 emiT PACT M,jD F H-I\r>'C I AL

w_·

K. () 1
_~.~l.Ol

K.01.n2

SD~C

2~

2?

SUMe pnCPO~I\LS
ORIGlf\;AL SL~K PHOPOSr.L.
so~c PROPOSf\L--YEAH 02
spru,C CNiTR/\CTS
S Dr C !II, 0 r,! THL Y F HJ MJ e I 1\ L fi [P 0 RTS
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FINA~CII\L

K.Gl.n2.0231
~2

K.Ol.OS
1'\,02
~__LQ_?!LQ-,l

SYSTEM

AFP.S

22

.t--,~.L..Q?(11~J

mK.Ql.P'3
K• 0 1 • n4

e L 1\ S S IF I C f\ T I (i r,;

PERSOfl1fl!EL

LOCUMENTS (INVOICES. RECEIPTS. ETC,)

14 I\O~I~ISTRATION
..2 2 ~or/, Hi I S TRI\ T I \lE. CORRE SPOfllLl N(T

K.02.01.0131 NIAlr

AOVl~ISTkI\TI~E CCRR[SPO~rENC[

~.Ji~. 01.0231

UI\jC IIDrv'lNISTPATIVE COFW~:SPOI\!(jU'C[
K.02.01.0.331 OTHEP flfj~~II\iJ~TR/\TIV[ CORRESP(H~DF!'ICE
uK ~C?Cl?
2? SDfViC 1"Cf\lTliL Y KEPORTS
S[~C

K.02.03

22

K.()2!-0._4_p

_~~_sm·iC

K,G3
nK,k.3.Jll
+
+
1

5

AN~UAL A~O

FINAL REPOKTS

CCfI.,SUL Trd\JTS

14 PlRSrNN[L
22 PROSPECTIVE SD~IC EjIIlPLOYEES

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

CARD COLUMN INDICATORS

FIGURE 4.

Part of a LISTS file from the hierarchally structured
file example.
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__J::!LP(~ fJI,.C J NUt: X

----!:lA! E :

1 01"'I~R 7 5

A.

PAGE

AUPl~I~TRATIVr

A.Ol

MATTERS

PERSON~,[L

COWPIJTING GROUP ORGAI\'IZATION
PEHSVMNEL

ACTION~

HIFOfH~ATINJ

O~

IN PPOGRESS

STilT[

CLASSIFIC/lTIO~

SYSTFi"

FORMS, PlRSONNEL

._HLLl"tS.'. EIL.[ 1 NDEX

lQMAR75

_J;.lI..1E:

PAGE

KIDNEY TRANSPLANT HISTOCOMPATIBILITY STUny

eurTRIlCT IINU FINANCIAL
SD"C RFP,S
K.01.P;>

_Jh!! l.--Ql.. Ql
K.Ol.('2.0;,>

SL;MC PFlOPOSALS
ORIGINAL SC~C PPOPOSAL
SO~C PROPOSAL--YEAR 02
SD"C CONTRACTS
MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORTS

SD~C

FINIII\CIAL

K.L2.01

(INVOICES, RECEIPTS, ETC.l

CORRESPUNDENCE
I\IAID ADMINISTRATIVE CORRESPONDENCE
UNC ADMINISTRIITIVE CORRESPONDENCE
OTlIER AOMINISTKIITIVE COPHE SPO~UEf"Cl

AD~INISTHATIVE

K ,.Q?, 01. 01
K.02.£11.02

K.OLl.Ol.Oj
K.02.0?~__

DOCU~E~TS

SCMC

MCNT~LY

HEPORTS

SDi"C ANNUAL liND FINAL RlPORTS
SUMc CONSULTANTS
,-4

PERSONNEL
PROSPECTIVE SOMC EMPLOYEES

FIGURE 5.

LISTS listing of the hierarchal file index example shown in Figure 4.
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5.

APPENDIX:

5.1.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Description of Algorithm
The algorithm used by LISTS is very simple.

below.

The algorithm is outlined

The names in all caps are variable names from the program listing,

Figure 6.
1.

Initialization.

The time and date are manipulated into the·

proper format for printing page headers.

The TITLE is ini-

tialized to all blanks.
2.

A card image record is read into CARD, a card counter incremented, and the LINE to be printed is set to all blanks.

3.

If the carriage control character, CAR_CTL (position 12 of
CARD) = 'T', the TEXT of the CARD (positions 14-80) is
moved to TITLE, the page-numbering is reinitia1ized, and a header
is printed at the top of a new page by signaling ENDPAGE.

Control

then goes to step (2) above.
4.

If the line number, LINE_NO (position 13 of CARD) is blank
or zero, the INDEX field (positions 1-10 of CARD) is moved
to positions 1-10 (P_INDEX) of the line to be printed (LINE).

5.

The TEXT of CARD is moved to the output LINE with the proper
number of indentations.
zero.

A blank is INDENT is treated as a

If INDENT is not blank or one of the digits 1, 2, •.• , 9,

an error message is printed and INDENT is set to zero.
6.

The carriage control character (CAR_CTL) is interpreted.
(Note that CAR_CTL='T' is intercepted at step 3 and is not
processed here.)

If

CA~CTL='P',

a new page via the SIGNAL ENDPAGE.

the printer is skipped to
(The ON ENDPAGE condition

block actually performs skipping and page header printing.)

If

CAR CTL is one of the digits 0, 1, •.• , 9 the variable P SKIP
is set equal to CAR.-CTL and P_SKIP lines will be skipped before
the line is printed.

CAR_CTL='~'

(blank) is treated as CAR_CTL='l'.

Note that CAR CTL='O' causes the current TEXT to be printed on
the same

1in~

as the previous TEXT line.

Any other values of

CAR CTL are invalid and are treated as if CAR CTL='l'.

•

e

-e

LIS! W -RBiD--pii.EfuPOT) IRrO(ClIlD):
..---- -- - - L I s t 510
_LIST 20
_1I01l_CUDS=RO~_qIlD_S.+1;____
__
_
LIST 520
LIST 30
LIRE"":
LIST 530
--'!f.~ n___ _ __
... _
LIST 110
.
..
_
LISt' 5110
ClIlD CII1Il(80),
------ ----- --- LIST- 50--i.--ioOKPOBKEVSET OP D1U IiDICl'lEDBY·-l'¥'-fiTHi"-cii.c1'L-nELD-/LIST 5St)
____~NDEX__ ~Hl..!~!Q) DEFINED CUD POS (1),
LIST 60_
_.. _ _ _
_ _
__ _
__ LIST 560_
IN03!T CII1R(1) DEFIHED C1RD POS(11),
LIsr--'O
IF C1R CTL = 'T'
LIST 570
____ C_AB_~T~..CRlIl. (1LDEFIN!.D_C~~P2~J12),
~IST _ 80_
_ __ :r.!IEii _DO;
.
.____
_.._
LIST 580
LI HE_NO CHAll (1) DEFINED ClBD POS (13) ,
LIST . 90.
PAGE NO=O:
LIST 590
_____ TEl'!' C_HAR (~?) _DEFINED ClIlD_ P _ 0 ! 1 . . . ( 1 I 1 l , _
_.LIST _100
nTLE=TEIT;
LIST 600
INPUT FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL,
LIST 110
SIGN1L ENDP1GE:
LIST 610
_ IIlD.SP FIXED DEC INITIAL (II),
LIST 120
GO TO IN;
LIST 620
- - IiU!U:ABDs"irYiifoECIlfIT(Il),
UST--130----iNO;------- - - - LISt 630
LnE CHAR (132),
LIST 1110
LIST 640
----P-.llIDEi cilAR(1010EFINEDLIHE poslfi~----------------u-LIST 1S0 - /_ THIS- PUT IIISERT-STHEliiDSi--liifOi-i1roT-HB-6lfrPDT LIIE, ---- --- -/LIST 6S0
____P_SI\}P _1'I_~EJ)..I?EC _I!,_IT(1),
LIST 160
/IP DESIRED.
-/LIST 660
PAGE.NO FIXED DE"C IIlf-rTor;-----------------------------LIST 170
h_____
LIST-670L'ISTS:

._-- .._.

PIlOCEDOBE OPUOIS (!lUR);

T!!~lU::.!!!.1!1~7),

-

LIST 180
LlSf 190LIST 200
------- ----- --un --- LIST 210
LIST 220
-LIST -230LIST 2110
-------tIST-2S0LIST 260
P10CBSSED:
"
---"tIST 270

---~!lOll!H(12) CHAll(3) INIT('J11l','PEB'!'1l11','lPl','IIU','JUI','JUL"
_______ '!U~'._~_S_~~OCT','IlOY','DEC~
TIIIEIT ClIlR (8),
_ _ TIll CHAR (91.0.____
DltEIT CHAR(9).

__
-

J!~!.. C.l!.~!H~lL-

01 UDPIt! (IItPDTI BEGII;
- --PUT EDIT-('-EHD--OFD1TA; IOIlBER or CUDS

- - - GO-'rOllg~If?-OSI..J?-~~A-r.!.ID.J;
EN~

u

-------------- -- - ~i~i ~:g

LIST
---- - ---LIST
01 EJDP1GE BEGIN.
LIST
--- --PDT PiG!;
- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------- -LIST
P1GE_If) ,,_ .PAGE NU 1.1..PDT EDIT(TITLE;tDlTE:
'-;-DATEIT,'
,
P1GE'
,P1GE 1101
(1,SKIP(2),A,A,A,A,l,P(S»:
POT SI\IP(41;
--.. --- EllO-:-'- -_.
.-

IF LIIIE NO " "
I LIMB 1'0 " '0'
--- --THEN·P.IHDE1(=IIIDEI; - -

LIST
LIST
LIST
-ii-Tiiis PUT--iioVES-THE-TEXT-III'fo-THifOUTPUTI.I"IIif IiITH-THE -PBOPEB -/LIST
/IlOIIBER OP IIIDENTlTIONS.
-/LIST
--------- --------- - - - - - LIST
IF IWDEHT = , , THEN IIlDEIIT " , 0';
LIST
--IP ';(-IHDENT->=--'O' & INDENT <= '9' ) THEIf
LIST
DO: _
....
_
.
LIST
-----------PU-TEDI'f(TER-IiO-Bllf IIIDEHT-sp!i:"IlrOLI.-OIiIllG -Ltl!; I10UT"',
LIST

--~~-~~;;b10I,A,X(3) ,A) ; - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - t~~~ ~~g

300
IIIDBNT = '0';
310 ---EIIO;---------------320
SOBSTB(LIIlE,12tIIIDENT*IIID SP,67) = tEIT;
330 ------------- ---------~------------------

- - - ---

LIST
----------- LISt
LISI
----, - _n_ LIST

LIST 340
/* tHIS PUT IIlTERPRETS THE Cl1lBIlGE COIITROL CHl1l1CTER
-/LIST
TIIIB:-o;iftIlEIT, --------LIST 3S0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LIST
~I~T __ 360
P_SKIP=1L
LIST
LIST 370
IF C1B_CTL >= '0' & CAR_CTL <= '9'
LIST
LIST 380
THl!H P SKIP- = C1B CTL;
LIST
LIST 390 ---ELSE- ~---------_... - - - - -- - - - - LIST
n

u

__ •

•

__

__

__

LIST
---LIST
LIST
TITL~'
';
- - - - -----------LIST
__ TIII=_TI!!!):;
LIST
TIIIEIT=SOBSTIl (TIll, 1,2) II':' I I SOBS'll (Tlll,3,2) II' :'1 I SUBSTR (TIII,5.2) :
-LIST
___ DAT=DlT~;.___
_
LIST
D1TEIT=SUBSrR(OlT,5,2111110NTH(SO.BSTR(D1T,3,2»
IISUBSTR(D1T,1,2):
LIST
______________
LIST
III:
/- BEGIN LOOPING THROUGH tHE OlT-i;-RElDING-& f.i-sriifG:7.*7---LIST
LIST

-/*---aiGlj-PRoCESSIHG BY SETTUG UP THE OUTPOT-P-iGE RUDEIl*/

400
410
1120
-430
11110
1150
1160
1170
480
490
SOO

690
690
700
710
720
730
740
7Sa
760
770

IF CAR CrL" ,

, THEN P SKIP"1:
LIST
---LIST
IF CAR CTL = 'P' THEN SIGIIAL EIfDPAGE:
LIST
._----- . -- --- - - - - - - - - -..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----LIST
/ . II01i PRINT OUT THE LIIE AS IT HAS BEEII SET UP
*/
LIST
- - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..- - LIST
PO!..EDI!.!!-IHE) (SKIP(P SKIP) ,1(132));
_LIST
--GO TO -Ia;
~
LIS!
QUIT: BETURIl;
LIST
--EIIO:----- - - LIST

---ELSE--~

FIGURE 6. Listing of the LISTS Program.

I-'
\0

I

8()0
810
820
830
840
8S0
860
870-,
8BO
890
900.
910/{
920
930
9110
9S0
960'
910j
980
990
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7.

The printer is advanced P_SKIP lines and LINE is printed.
Control is returned to step 2.

5.2.

Definition of Fields in Input Cards
The following text defines the actions taken by the LISTS program

for various values of the control fields.
INDEX (Positions 1-10).

The INDEX field is printed in positions

1-10 of the output when LINE NO=

'~'

or LINE NO= '0'.

Otherwise positions

1-10 of the output line are blank.
CAR CTL (Position 12).

If CAR_CTL= 'T', the TEXT (positions 14-80)

of the card is treated as a title for page headers and the printer is
skipped to the top of a new page.

The page number is re-initialized to 1.

If CAR_CTL= 'n', where n is one of the digits (0, 1, .•• , 9), then
the line printer will be advanced n positions before the line of TEXT is
printed.
next line.

This leaves n-l blank lines between the previous line and the
For example, if CAR_CTL= '1', the printer is advanced one line

before printing, leaving no blank lines.
If CAR_CTL= '0' (zero), the next line will be overprinted on the
same line as the previous line.

(This can be used to underscore a line

or to create a boldface effect by overprinting the same TEXT two or more
times.
If CAR CTL= 'p', the current TEXT line will be printed at the top
of the next page, under the page header.
If CAR CTL is none of the characters listed above (T, P, 0, 1, .•• , 9),
it is treated as if CAR CTL= '1'.

In particular, CAR CTL=

'~'

(blank)

has the same effect as CAR CTL= '1'.
INDENT (Position 11 of CARD).

If the card is a title card ('T' in

position 12) the INDENT character has no effect.

Otherwise, if INDENT

=

'n', where n is one of the digits (0, 1, 2, .•. ,9), the TEXT is indented
4

*

n + 12 positions in the printed line.

reserved for the INDEX field.
INDEX from the TEXT.

The first 10 positions are

Positions 11-12 are blank and separate the

Thus, if INDENT = '0' (zero)f the TEXT is printed

beginning in position 12.

If INDENT = '1', the TEXT is printed beginning

in position 16, etc.
INDENT =

'~'

(blank) is treated as if INDENT = '0' (zero).

All other values of INDENT (i.e., everything except
are invalid and are treated as if INDENT = '1'.
when an invalid value of INDENT is encountered.

'~',

0, 1, ••. , 9)

An error message is printed

21

LINE~O

(Position 13 of CARD).

the cards within each block.
values in the INDEX field.)
characters.

•

(A block is a set of cards with identical
The LINE NO field can contain any valid

For blocks of 10 or fewer cards, the digits 0, 1, •.. , 9

should be used.
character

The LINE_NO field is used to ·sequence

('~')

For blocks with more than 10 cards use the blank
for the LINE NO of the first card in the block and the

capital letters (A, B, C, ..• ) for LINE_NOs of subsequent cards.
Two LINE_NO values invoke special action.

If LINE_NO= '~' (blank)

or LINE_NO= '0' (zero) the INDEX field is printed in positions 1-10 of the
output line.

For this reason the

for use as the LINE

'~'

or '0' characters should be reserved

NO of the first line (card) in each block.

TEXT (Positions 14-80 of CARD).

Most of the details of how the TEXT

field is manipulated are discussed above.

If CAR_CTL= 'T', the TEXT field

is treated as a title field and is printed at the top of each page until
a new title card is processed.

..
.

line at a position specified by INDENT and the line is printed after skipping the number of positions specified by CAR_CTL.
The TEXT field may contain any characters with valid printing symbols .
The program does not process the TEXT field other than to position i t in
the output line and print it .

.

Otherwise, the TEXT is inserted in the output

